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Superimposition

Let’s take a transparent 
material, the plexiglass.

Finely add UV opaque ink.

Give to this object an 
organic shape, softly riding 
the colors’ wave.



Now we lay it on a white 
wall, smooth but still full  
of the signs of the mortar,  
of paint, of the roller that 
whitened it.

Integration



Look at the room,  
filled with the vivid breeze 
of an embossed fresco,  
just as an emotional 
reinforcement.

Emotion



Every space wants  
its own Ch’Art. 

Respectfully reminding 
colors to colors.

Naturally reflecting  
the function in the image.

Call to action easily arises 
by the form itself.

Relation



Innovation

The Ch’Art Design 
plexiglass panels are made 
one at the time using the 
latest digital technologies, 
from the graphic design to 
the manufacture.



Material:  
Plexiglass 5 mm 

Print: 
Inkjet UV on back side 

Modellazione: 
Mill shaping

Measures: 
Max: 200x300 cm

UV print on back

Mill shaping

Mounting hole

Technical specs

 

 



The panel is fixed to the 
wall with aluminum spacing 
plugs: loop (photo 1, 2 & 3) 
or externals (photo 4 & 5).



Position
Rotate your ch’Art as you like



Media
Plexi-Ch’Art are printed on 5 millimeters thick 
transparent plexiglass sheets.  
The material perfectly lends itself to print and 
to subsequent shaping, while maintaining high 
durability and safety skills. 

Finishing
The printed sheet is shaped with a digital 
controlled milling machine. The edges dulled 
by milling reinforce the panel’s dimensionality, 
softly clashing it from the background.  
Panels can be mounted with high strength 
spacing bolts.

Image
Ch’Art subjects are produced as unique ones 
or limited edition. You can choose among the 
existing ones by shape, colors and size, or else 
ask for an exclusive design to suit your needs.

Printing technology
Plexi-Ch’Art panels are produced using 
inkjet digital printing, one piece at the time 
upon request. We work with flatbed printers, 
able to receive any media for direct inking. 

Ink
We print with UV curable inks,  
whose peculiar density ensures full  
and vibrant colors in every hue. 
These inks are polymerized in the printing 
stage, becoming extremely resistant both  
in indoor and outdoor environments.

The recipe



What is ?



la realtà è nell’occhio di chi guarda

The spirit of Ch’Art

A Ch’Art is a 360 degree interpretation: 

Colour and shape give life to a continuous dynamics  
that stimulates the observer’s imagination  
in a wholly subjective way.

Size and positioning are molded to the environment, 
integrating what is with what is best.

The media to which they grip on and the technologies 
that allow it mix tradition and innovation, mastery and 
uniqueness for applications in any area. 

Giving life to a Ch’Art is a matter of style,  
experimentation and evolution.

Together we can blend all this to get something unique.



Colors
There are a lot of Ch’Art creatures,  
and new ones will born every day. 
The most prolific tribes can be distinguished  
by the color of the blocks:

Rainbow Ch’Arts show every color of the iris, 
a seamless flow from one shade to another. 

Selected Ch’Arts born with two or three basic colors, 
creating mergers and chiaroscuro illusions. 

Dark Ch’Arts mix stylish composite blacks,  
joining some warm ones with cold others.



RAINBOW (Cloud 012)

Choice

SELECTED (Wood 01b01) DARK (Dark 022)

Much more samples at www.chart-design.com

Variations:
Colors: 
three styles worth as a million
Shapes: 
more or less dynamics

Dimensions: 
from 60 centimeters to 3 meters

http://www.chart-design.com


Adoption Project

Tutte le informazioni su www.chart-design.com/adoption-project

There are lots of Ch’Art looking for a house!

Adopt a Ch’Art and he will become yours – and yours only – forever, exclusively!

All you have to do is to choose the one you like, think about a project and contact us!

http://www.chart-design.com/adoption-project/
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Our services

Business

Custom unique image collections

Graphic design for furnishing, buildings and objects

Objects and installations print & cut design and makeof

Consulting for digital printing customization

Consumer

Custom unique images

Graphic design for furnishing, buildings and objects

Fine artprints on rich media

Print&cut objects and decorations

for more info please contact: info@chart-design.com

mailto:info%40chart-design.com?subject=Info%20request
mailto:mailto:info%40chart-design.com?subject=


Join Ch’Art Design!
Main Website Online store #1 Online store #2 Newsletter 

News 

Galleries 

Partnership 

How-to...

Furnishing objects 

Decorating panels 

Numbered collections 

Unique pieces...

True giclée artprints 

Cotton canvas artprints 

Framed artprints 

Sportswear...

Latest news 

Special offers 

Unique infos 

Tips & tricks...
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